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Probably the most important thing to know about the wines that Patrick Landanger 
makes at his Domaine de la Pousse d’Or is that he is willing to take risks to wait 
until his grapes reach potential alcohol levels of at least 12. 8%. And the grapes 
were fully ripe in 2014, he told me in November. The crop levels were higher than 
those of the previous year but the material was a bit richer, he added.As is normal 
at this estate, the 2014s had been in cuve since mid-October and were slated to be 
bottled in January. Landanger, whose son Patrick now vinifies with him, told me 
that he only filters the bottom one-sixth of every tank. He attempts to 
accentuate terroir differences by aging all of his wines in 30% new oak from 
Séguin-Moreau and François Frères. Landanger’s purchase of the old Moine-
Hudelot estate in Chambolle-Musigny in 2008 has been looking more and more 
prescient in recent vintages, as his home village of Volnay has suffered from 
extremely low crop levels since 2012. Incidentally, Landanger told me that virtually 
all of the Moine-Hudelot vines are 25 to 30 years of age—in other words, not too 
old. 
 
Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru – Full medium ruby. Very sexy, multifaceted nose combines 
aromas of dark berries, wild game, musky herbs, mocha, smoke, chocolate and spices. 
Wonderfully silky, sweet and voluminous, saturating the entire palate with flavors of black 
raspberry, dried flowers and dark chocolate. Underlying minerality and balancing acidity give 
this huge wine buns of steel. Finishes with big, broad, palate-coating tannins and firming 
minerality. (92-95)  
 
Clos de la Roche Grand Cru – Bright medium red. The most port-like and chocolatey of 
these 2014s, with a superripe black raspberry aroma currently dulled by reduction. Huge and 
brooding on the palate, showing extremely dark flavors of licorice, purple rose and lavender. 



	

	

A hint of peppery acidity gives some relief to the middle palate but this youthfully sullen 
wine is a bit blocky and brutal today. I wonder if this wine wouldn't benefit from a later 
bottling but Landanger seemed intent on bottling these 2014s in January. My high score 
reflects this wine's sheer concentration and dimension, as well as an element of optimism. 
(91-94)  
 
Corton-Clos de Roi Grand Cru – Medium ruby. Black cherry, licorice and crushed stone 
on the nose, complicated by a smoky nuance. Lusher and broader than the Bressandes but 
nicely delineated as well, delivering a burst of black cherry fruit. Finishes firmly tannic, 
focused and subtly long, with terrific energy. A very graceful Corton grand cru. (91-93)  
	
Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru “Les Amoureuses”– Bright ruby-red. Raspberry, smoked 
meat and an iron nuance on the nose, lifted by a floral topnote. Tighter in the mouth than 
the other Chambolle cuvées here, but also in a rather atypically masculine, brooding style for 
Amoureuses. The dark raspberry and bitter chocolate flavors are firmed by a serious tannic 
spine. Not necessarily my idea of Amoureuses but the breadth and concentration of this wine 
suggest a bright future. (91-93)  
	
Volnay 1er Cru “Clos des 60 Ouvrées”– (from vines averaging 50 years of age): Full 
medium ruby. Black cherry, licorice, animal fur, violet and menthol on the slightly reduced 
nose. Sweet, primary and densely packed, showing noteworthy purity to its chewy flavors of 
dark berries, licorice and minerals. At once silky and vibrant, with a rising, energetic finish 
featuring refined tannins. A very successful Volnay for the year. (90-93)  
	
Corton-Bressands Grand Cru – Deep ruby-red. Very ripe but reticent aromas of smoke, 
mocha and incense, plus a piquant suggestion of blood peach. Very sweet and silky but still 
with a touch of reduction to the dark berry and violet flavors. Underlying minerality gives the 
palate good definition. Best today on the energetic, rising finish, which shows a delightful 
light touch. (90-92)  
	
Volnay 1er Cru “Clos de la Bousse d’Or”– Bright medium ruby. Aromas of black cherry, 
black licorice, resin and mint are lifted by high notes of violet and peppery herbs. Comes 
across as more mineral in the mouth than the Caillerets, but also with a distinct herbal aspect 
to its flavors of black fruits and dark chocolate. This extremely primary wine, made from a 
crop level below 20 hectoliters per hectare, finishes with substantial, slightly drying tannins. 
Incidentally, Landanger prunes short for a crop load of 35 hectoliters per hectare, preferring 
this approach to carrying out a green harvest during summer to reduce yields. (90-92)  
	
Volnay 1er Cru “Clos d’Audignac”– Bright medium red with ruby highlights. Liqueur-like 
aromas of cherry, boysenberry, meaty plum, spices and smoky oak. A bit more red and less 
primary than the darker Clos de la Bousse d'Or. Suaver in texture too; tight on entry, then 
opens nicely toward the back. Plenty of energy here, owing to the cooler site. Finishes with a 
saline element and substantial spicy tannins. (89-92)  
	



	

	

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru “Les Groseilles”– Dark, saturated red. Inviting aromas of 
redcurrant, roasted coffee and smoked meat. Very sweet and pliant; not hugely concentrated 
but more delineated than the Feusselottes, showing good mineral verve to its currant and 
boysenberry flavors. A lovely fruity style of wine with excellent length. (89-91)  
	
Pommard 1er Cru “Les Jarollières”– Dark ruby-red. Reduced, musky aromas of black 
raspberry, chocolate and animal fur; smells chunkier than the Volnay Clos des 60 Ouvrées. 
Fat and sweet in the mouth, conveying a slightly roasted quality but also a touch of greenness 
to its black cherry flavors, along with a hint of leathery reduction. Strong tannins are buffered 
by the wine's solid material, but the roasted/herbal quality suggests that the grape sugars 
outpaced phenolic ripeness in the lead-up to the harvest. (89-91)  
	
Volnay 1er Cru “En Caillerets”– Dark ruby-red. Very primary, ripe aromas of black 
raspberry, blueberry and chocolate show a touch of animal fur reduction. Sweet and 
chocolatey in the mouth but a bit chunky today. The wine's substantial tannins are still 
somewhat unrefined. Although the Pousse d'Or wines were in tank in November, they 
remained on their fine lees. (89-91)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	
	
	
	
	

 


